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F ARMOUR Armour, Violetta. I'll always be with you / iUniverse, 2015
Since the horrific night a drunk driver slammed into their car during his driving lesson, young
Teddy has had to live with the memory of seeing his beloved father, Stan, die. Now just
sixteen, he carries both sorrow and survivor's guilt. Concerned for her grieving son, Mary
decides to put as much distance as she can between Teddy and the nightmarish Phoenix
intersection that claimed Stan's life. She moves the family to Stan's small Indiana hometown,
a place of peace in which she hopes they can build new memories. There, Teddy finds
inspiration in an old book his greatgrandfather carried with him to America, a book Bulgarian
fathers have always read to their sons. Is Stan reaching out to his son from the grave? Mary
also makes an equally lifechanging discovery in the small town--Rosetta, Stan's high school
sweetheart. The deeper Mary digs, the more she learns of the forbidden love Stan and Rosetta
shared. During the Civil Rights Movement, they dared to reach out for love across racial lines.
Now as their three lives intertwine, Teddy, Mary, and Rosetta must make difficult choices.
Will they choose happiness? Or will old pains cause them to live as victims of circumstances?
Beginning in 1912 on Ellis Island and told in three voices over four generations, I'll Always Be
with You is a profound celebration of the power of family.
F AUEL Auel, Jean M. The clan of the Cave Bear: a novel / Crown, 1980
An injured and orphaned infant carries within her the seed and hope of mankind in this epic
of survival and destiny set at the dawn of prehistory.
F BERG Berg, Elizabeth. Joy school / Random House, 1997
Katie, still mourning the death of her much-loved mother, is further upset when she must
leave her friends to move with her father to Missouri, but then she meets Jimmy, a
handsome, decent, married man, and learns about the joys and pain of first love.
F BOHJALIAN Bohjalian, Chris. The guest room: a novel / Doubleday, 2016
When Kristin Chapman agrees to let her husband, Richard, host his brother’s bachelor party,
she expects a certain amount of debauchery. She brings their young daughter to Manhattan
for the evening, leaving her Westchester home to the men and their hired entertainment.
What she does not expect is this: bacchanalian drunkenness, her husband sharing a
dangerously intimate moment in the guest room, and two women stabbing and killing their
Russian bodyguards before driving off into the night. In the aftermath, Kristin and Richard’s
life rapidly spirals into nightmare. The police throw them out of their home, now a crime
scene, Richard’s investment banking firm puts him on indefinite leave, and Kristin is unsure if
she can forgive her husband for the moment he shared with a dark-haired girl in the guest
room. But the dark-haired girl, Alexandra, faces a much graver danger. In one breathless,
violent night, she is free, running to escape the police who will arrest her and the gangsters
who will kill her in a heartbeat. A captivating, chilling story about shame and scandal, The
Guest Room is a riveting novel from one of our greatest storytellers.

F BROWN Brown, Sandra. The alibi / Warner | Melia, 2000
Assistant DA Hammond Cross has his sights set on the DA's office. Prosecuting a high-profile
murder case practically ensures him the job. But a Saturday night encounter with a
mysterious woman is the start of a living nightmare.
F BRUEN Bruen, Ken. Cross / Minotaur Books, 2009
Jack Taylor brings death and pain to everyone he loves. His only hope of redemption - his
surrogate son, Cody - is lying in a hospital in a coma. At least he still has Ridge, his old friend
from the Guards, though theirs is an unorthodox relationship. When she tells him that a boy
has been crucified in Galway city, he agrees to help her search for the killer. Jack's
investigations take him to many of his old haunts where he encounters ghosts, dead and
living. Everyone wants something from him, but Jack is not sure he has anything left to give.
Maybe he should sell up, pocket his Euros and get the hell out of Galway like everyone else
seems to be doing. Then the sister of the murdered boy is burned to death, and Jack decides
he must hunt down the killer, if only to administer his own brand of rough justice.
F CARD Card, Orson Scott. Speaker for the dead / TOR, 1991
In the aftermath of his terrible war, Ender Wiggin disappeared, and a powerful voice arose:
The Speaker for the Dead, who told the true story of the Bugger War. Now, long years later, a
second alien race has been discovered, but again the aliens' ways are strange and
frightening...again, humans die. And it is only the Speaker for the Dead, who is also Ender
Wiggin the Xenocide, who has the courage to confront the mystery...and the truth. Speaker
for the Dead, the second novel in Orson Scott Card's Ender Quintet, is the winner of the 1986
Nebula Award for Best Novel and the 1987 Hugo Award for Best Novel.
F CLARK Clark, Mary Higgins. A cry in the night / Simon and Schuster, 1982
Jenny's only hope for happiness lies in unraveling the truth about the past, a truth that is
hidden in the great house which has become her prison.
F COREY Corey, James S. A. Abaddon's Gate / Orbit, 2013
An alien artifact working through its program under the clouds of Venus has emerged to build
a massive structure outside the orbit of Uranus: a gate that leads into a starless dark. Jim
Holden and the crew of the Rocinante are part of a vast flotilla of scientific and military ships
going out to examine the artifact. But behind the scenes, a complex plot is unfolding, with
the destruction of Holden at its core.
F CORNWELL Cornwell, Bernard. Warriors of the storm / Harper, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
With a fragile peace between Wessex, Mercia, and East Anglia, loyalties and ambitions are put
to the test when forces gather against the kingdom's greatest warrior, Uhtred of Bebbanburg.
F CRICHTON Crichton, Michael. Sphere: a novel / Ballantine Books, 1988
"A classic thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Michael Crichton, Sphere is a
bravura demonstration of what he does better than anyone: riveting storytelling that
combines frighteningly plausible, cutting edge science and technology with pulse-pounding
action and serious chills. The gripping story of a group of American scientists sent to the
ocean floor to investigate an alien ship, only to confront a terrifying discovery that defies
imagination, Sphere is Crichton prime—truly masterful fiction from the ingenious mind that
brought us Prey, State of Fear, and Jurassic Park."

F DESAI Desai, Anita. Clear light of day / Houghton Mifflin, 2000
Sisterly love is the focus of this novel, set in Old Delhi against the backdrop of some of India's
most significant historical events, including the death of Gandhi and the malaria epidemic.
F DICKER Dicker, Joel. The truth about the Harry Quebert affair / Penguin Books, 2014
Marcus Goldman, a successful young novelist, visits Somerset to see his mentor, Harry
Quebert, one of the country's most respected writers, and to find a cure for his writer's block
as his publisher's deadline looms. But Marcus's plans are violently upended when Harry is
suddenly and sensationally implicated in the cold-case murder of Nola Kellergan.
F DOYLE Doyle, Arthur Conan. The memoirs of Sherlock Holmes / Book-of-the-month
Club, 1994
A collection of short stories featuring Sherlock Holmes and his faithful sidekick Dr. Watson.
F DOYLE Doyle, Arthur Conan. Adventures of Sherlock Holmes / Book-of-the-Month Club,
1994
"The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of twelve stories written by Arthur Conan
Doyle and published in 1892, featuring his famous detective."
F DOYLE Doyle, Arthur Conan. The sign of the four / Book-of-the-month Club. 1994
"When the beautiful Miss Mary Marstan arrives at 221B Baker Street with a strange story and a
note from an anonymous "friend" requesting a rendezvous, Holmes is intrigued - and Watson
falls instantly in love. Their energetic investigation uncovers an exotic tale of precious gems
and treachery"
F DUNN Dunn, Matthew. Dark spies / William Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers, 2014
On the run from the CIA, intelligence operative Will Cochrane heads to the U.S. to uncover a
diabolical spymaster at the center of an international conspiracy.
F EVANS Evans, Richard Paul. The sunflower / Simon & Schuster, 2007
In the wake of personal tragedy, two people meet on a humanitarian mission in Peru.
Christine is a shy, unadventurous woman whose fiancé broke off the engagement only a week
before the wedding, and Paul is a former emergency room doctor whose glamorous lifestyle,
stellar reputation, and beautiful fiancée are cruelly snatched from him one fateful, snowy
Christmas Eve. Deep in the Amazon jungle, against a backdrop of poverty and heartbreak,
they must confront their deepest fears and, together, learn to trust and love again.
F FINCH Finch, Charles. A beautiful blue death / St. Martin's Minotaur, 2008
Victorian gentleman Charles Lenox is pulled into the most complicated mystery of his career
when he agrees to help his lifelong friend, Lady Jane, learn the truth about her servant's
death.
F GEORGE George, Elizabeth. Believing the lie: a Lynley novel / Signet Select, 2014
Inspector Thomas Lynley is mystified when he’s sent undercover to investigate the death of
Ian Cresswell at the request of the man’s uncle, wealthy and influential Bernard Fairclough.
The death has been ruled an accidental drowning, and nothing on the surface indicates
otherwise. But when Lynley enlists the help of his friends Simon and Deborah St. James, the

trio’s digging soon reveals that the Fairclough clan is awash in secrets, lies, and motives. As
the investigation escalates, the Fairclough family’s veneer cracks, with deception and selfdelusion threatening to destroy everyone from the Fairclough patriarch to the troubled son
Ian left behind.
F GRISHAM Grisham, John. Rogue lawyer / Doubleday, 2016
A nomadic lawyer because of frequent death threats, Sebastian Rudd takes on a case involving
a brain-damaged young man accused of murdering two little girls.
F GROSS Gross, Andrew. One mile under: a Ty Hauck novel / William Morrow, 2016
A whitewater rafting guide investigates a suspicious death and uncovers a multinational
conspiracy.
F HALL Hall, Tarquin. The case of the deadly butter chicken: from the files of Vish Puri,
India's most private investigator / Simon & Schuster, 2012
Mustachioed sleuth Vish Puri tackles his greatest fears in a case involving the poisoning death
of the elderly father of a leading Pakistani cricketer, whose demise is linked to the Indian and
Pakistani mafias and the violent 1947 partition of India.
F HAMBLY Hambly, Barbara. Sold down the river / Bantam Books, 2000
When slave owner Simon Fourchet asks Benjamin January to investigate sabotage, arson, and
murder on his plantation, January is reluctant to do any favors for the savage man who owned
him until he was seven. But he knows too well that plantation justice means that if the true
culprit is not found, every slave on Mon Triomphe will suffer. Abandoning his Parisian French
for the African patois of the field hand, cutting cane until his bones ache and his musician's
hands bleed, Benjamin must use all his intelligence and cunning to find the killer or find
himself sold down the river.
F HAYDER Hayder, Mo. Gone / Atlantic Monthly Press, 2010
Investigating a serial carjacker whose actual targets are young children in back seats, Jack
Caffery teams up once again with police diver Sergeant Flea Marley, whose life is endangered
by a discovery in an abandoned, half-submerged tunnel.
F HENRY Henry, Patti Callahan. And then I found you / St. Martin's Press, 2013
Enjoying her loving family life and career successes, Kate Vaughn anticipates a marriage
proposal from her boyfriend and realizes that she cannot move forward until she reconnects
with a past love and the daughter they gave up for adoption years earlier.
F HILL Hill, Lawrence. Someone knows my name / W.W. Norton & Co., 2007
Abducted from Africa as a child and enslaved in South Carolina, Aminata Diallo thinks only of
freedom - and of the knowledge she needs to get home. Sold to an indigo trader who
recognizes her intelligence, Aminata is torn from her husband and child and thrown into the
chaos of the Revolutionary War. In Manhattan, Aminata helps pen the Book of Negroes, a list
of blacks rewarded for service to the king with safe passage to Nova Scotia. There Aminata
finds a life of hardship and stinging prejudice. When the British abolitionists come looking for
'adventurers' to create a new colony in Sierra Leone, Aminata assists in moving 1,200 Nova
Scotians to Africa and aiding the abolitionist cause by revealing the realities of slavery to the
British public. This captivating story of one woman's remarkable experience spans six decades
and three continents and brings to life a crucial chapter in world history.

F JOHNSON Johnson, Mat. Loving day: a novel / Spiegel & Grau, 2016
"Warren Duffy has returned to America for all the worst reasons: his marriage to a beautiful
Welsh woman has come apart; his comic shop in Cardiff has failed; and his Irish-American
father has died, bequeathing to Warren his last possession, a roofless, half-renovated mansion
in the heart of black Philadelphia. On his first night in his new home, Warren spies two figures
in the grass outside; when he screws up the nerve to confront them, they disappear. The next
day he encounters ghosts of a different kind: in the face of the teenage girl he meets at a
comics convention he sees the mingled features of his white father and his black mother, both
now dead. The girl is his daughter and she thinks she's white. Warren sets off to remake his
life with a reluctant daughter he never knew and a haunted house and history he knows too
well. In their search for a new life they struggle with an unwanted house and its ghosts, fall in
with a utopian mixed-race cult, and inspire a riot on Loving Day, the unsung holiday that
celebrates interracial love"--Publisher.
F KRENTZ Quick, Amanda. White lies / Jove Books, 2008
"A woman with a psychic talent for perceiving deception meets a man who overwhelms her
senses with premonitions of danger-and desire..."
F LAGERCRANTZ Lagercrantz, David. The girl in the spider's web / Alfred A. Knopf, 2016
After receiving a call from a trusted source claiming to have information vital to the United
States, journalist Mikael Blomkvist turns to hacker Lisbeth for help.
F LARSEN Larsen, Ward. Assassin's game / Forge Books/Tom Doherty Associates, 2014
"A high-octane thriller from Ward Larsen, the author of The Perfect Assassin. David Slaton has
a good life. He has a new wife and a house in the Virginia suburbs. But he also has a dark
past. Slaton is a former kidon, the most lethal Israeli assassin ever created. After decades of
work, a brilliant scientist has taken Iran to the threshold of its dream--a nuclear-tipped
ballistic missile. Mossad must eliminate the man, but with a spy lurking high in its ranks there
is only one option: bring back Slaton. The kidon has vowed to never kill again, but when his
wife is attacked and forced to flee across Europe, events force his hand. Slaton plots to
assassinate one of the most closely guarded men on earth. Success is improbable. Survival
unlikely. Only when he learns the labyrinthine truth does Slaton see one high-stakes chance. A
chance for an assassin's game"-F LAWHEAD Lawhead, Steve. Avalon: the return of King Arthur / HarperTorch, 1999
King Arthur rises from the dead to save the British monarchy. It happens after a future English
king with no heirs commits suicide and a prime minister schemes to establish a republic with
himself as president.
F LISH Lish, Atticus. Preparation for the Next Life / Tyrant Books, 2014
Zou Lei, a Chinese Muslim of the Uighur tribe, enters the U.S. via Mexico, and makes her way
to New York City. Keeping a low profile and employed in a restaurant, she meets Skinner, a
veteran of the Iraqi war, who's afflicted with PTSD.
F LISPECTOR Lispector, Clarice. The complete stories / New Directions, 2016
From one of the greatest modern writers, these stories, gathered from the nine collections
published during her lifetime, follow an unbroken time line of success as a writer, from her
adolescence to her death bed.

F LUDLUM Ludlum, Robert. The Scorpio illusion: a novel / Bantam Books, 2014
Tyrell Hawthorne was a naval intelligence officer -- one of the best -- until the rain-swept
night in Amsterdam when his wife was murdered, an innocent victim of the games spies play.
Now he's called out of retirement for one last assignment. For Hawthorne is the only man
alive who can track down the world's most dangerous terrorist. Amaya Bajaratt is beautiful,
elusive, and deadly -- and she has set in motion a chilling conspiracy that a desperate
government cannot stop. With his life and the life of the president hanging in the balance,
Hawthorne must follow Bajaratt's serpentine trail, a path of seduction, betrayal, and the
looming threat of death. Racing from a millionaire recluse's fortress to the social whirl of
Palm Beach, from the Oval Office to treacherous Caribbean waters, Hawthorne will uncover a
sinister network of well-placed men and women who exist to help this consummate killer--and
the shattering truth behind the Scorpio Illusion.
F LUDLUM Mills, Kyle. Robert Ludlum's The patriot attack / Grand Central Publishing,
2015
An attack on a Japanese warship brings Japan and China to the brink of war. Meanwhile, top
Covert-One operative Colonel Jon Smith is sent on a mission to recover mysterious material
from the wreckage of the Fukushima nuclear reactor. When Smith fails to return, CIA agent
Randi Russell heads off on an unsanctioned mission to find him. She quickly discovers that the
missing samples may be evidence that Japan, led by hawkish military chief of staff Masao
Takahashi, has been secretly developing next-generation weapons systems in preparation for
a conflict with China. If the Covert-One team can't prevent General Takahashi from provoking
a war, the entire world will be dragged into a battle certain to kill tens of millions of people
and leave much of planet uninhabitable for centuries.
F MARCUS Marcus, Ben. The flame alphabet / Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 2012
Marcus creates a chilling world where the speech of children is killing their parents. After
being forced to leave their daughter Esther to fend for herself, Sam and Claire end up at a
government lab intent on creating non-lethal speech. But when Sam discovers the truth about
what's going on there, he realizes reuniting with his daughter is the only way to keep his
sanity.
F MARGOLIN Margolin, Phillip. Woman with a gun: a novel / Harper, 2014
"New York Times bestselling master of mystery Phillip Margolin transcends his traditional
territory in this haunting new contemporary thriller inspired by an unforgettable photograph.
Visiting an art museum displaying a retrospective of acclaimed photographer Kathy Moran's
work, aspiring novelist Stacey Kim is stunned by the photo at the center of the show--the
famous "Woman with a Gun" which won a Pulitzer Prize and launched the photographer's
career. Shot from behind, the enigmatic black-and-white image is a picture of a woman in a
wedding dress, standing on the shore at night, facing the sea. Behind her back, she holds a
six-shooter. The image captures Stacey's imagination, raising a host of compelling questions.
Has the woman killed her husband on their wedding night? Is she going to commit suicide? Is
she waiting for someone she plans to kill? Obsessed with finding answers, Stacey discovers
that the woman in the photograph is Megan Cahill, suspected of killing her husband,
millionaire Raymond Cahill, with the six-shooter on their wedding night. But the murder was
never solved. Drawn deeper into the case, Stacey finds that everyone involved has a different
opinion of Megan's culpability. But the one person who may know the whole story--Kathy

Moran--isn't talking. Stacey must find a way to get to the reclusive photographer or the truth
may never see the light of day"-F MAXWELL Maxwell, Robin. The secret diary of Anne Boleyn / Simon & Schuster, 1997
When Elizabeth I assumes the throne of England, she is given the secret diary of her mother
Anne Boleyn, who was betrayed and beheaded by her husband Henry VIII. In reading the diary
she learns about her mother's life and determines to heed the lessons of her mother's difficult
life.
F MCBAIN McBain, Ed. Cut me in / Titan Books, 2016
"Maybe no one liked Del Gilbert a whole lot, not the men he ruthlessly did business with, not
the women who discovered his other lovers, not even his partner in the Gilbert and Blake
literary agency - me. But when I found him shot to death on the floor of his office, I had no
choice. I had to track down the person responsible. And not just to lay Del to rest, either.
Next to his body, the office safe was wide open, and a contract worth millions was missing..."
-- pg 4 of cover.
F MCCARTHY McCarthy, Cormac. The crossing / A.A. Knopf: | Distributed by Random
House, 1994
In the 1930s, two teenage brothers whose ranch in New Mexico was raided by bandits, cross
into Mexico to search for stolen horses. The novel follows them through the revolution-torn
countryside, meeting soldiers, peasants, priests and thieves, all proffering advice. By the
author of All the pretty horses.
F MCNAMER McNamer, Deirdre. Red rover / Viking, 2007
Deirdre McNamer has won praise for the intelligence, beauty, precision, and sweep of her
fiction. Her first novel in seven years, Red Rover tells the story of three Montana men who get
swept up in the machinations of World War II and its fateful aftermath. As boys, Aidan and
Neil Tierney ride horseback for miles across unfenced prairie, picturing themselves as
gauchos, horsemen of the Argentine pampas. A hundred miles away, Roland Taliaferro wants
only to escape the violence and poverty of his family. As war approaches, Aidan and Roland
join the FBI. Roland serves Stateside while Aidan—in a gesture as exuberant as a child in a
game of Red Rover—requests hazardous duty and is sent as an undercover agent to Naziridden Argentina. Neil becomes a B-29 bomber pilot. Aidan returns to Montana ill, shaken, and
divided from Roland over the FBI’s role in the war. On a cold December day in 1946, he is
found fatally shot, an apparent suicide. The FBI stays silent. Only when Neil and Roland are
very old men, meeting by chance in a rehabilitation facility, does Aidan’s death become
illuminated, atoned for, and fully put to rest. This beautifully crafted, far- ranging novel will
catch readers up in the grace and hard truths of the lives it unfolds."""
F MULLER Muller, Marcia. The plague of thieves affair / Forge, 2016
"Sabina Carpenter and John Quinncannon are no stranger to mysteries. In the five years since
they opened Carpenter and Quinncannon, Professional Detective Services, they have solved
dozens, but one mystery has eluded even them: Sherlock Holmes or, rather, the madman
claiming his identity, who keeps showing up with a frustrating (though admittedly useful)
knack for solving difficult cases. Roland W. Fairchild, recently arrived from Chicago, claims
Holmes is his first cousin, Charles P. Fairchild the Third. Now, with his father dead, Charles
stands to inherit an estate of over three million dollars--if Sabina can find him, and if he can
be proved sane. Sabina is uncertain of Roland's motives (he will inherit if Charles can't), but

agrees to take the case. John, meanwhile, has been hired by the owner of the Golden State
brewery to investigate the "accidental" death of the head brew-master, who fell into a vat of
his own beer, and drowned. When a second murder occurs, and the murderer escapes from
under his nose, John finds himself on the trail not just of the criminals, but of his reputation
for catching them. But while John is certain he can catch his quarry, Sabina is less certain she
wants to catch hers. Holmes has been frustrating, but useful, even kind. She is quite certain
he is mad, and quite uncertain what will happen when he is confronted with the truth. Does
every mystery need to be solved?"-F NEGGERS Neggers, Carla. Echo Lake / MIRA Books, 2015
Heather Sloan has landed her dream job, the renovation of Vic Scarlatti's stately 1912 country
home overlooking the icy waters of Echo Lake in Knights Bridge, Massachusetts. It's the
perfect project for the family business, but for once, Heather is in charge. Diplomatic
Security Service agent Brody Hancock left Knights Bridge at eighteen, a few steps ahead of
arrest and the wrath of Heather's older brothers. Though Brody had never planned to return,
Vic, a retired diplomat and friend, needs his help. Staying at Vic's guest house makes it
impossible to avoid running into a Sloan at every turn, especially Heather. Seeing her again
has affected Brody more than he wants to admit. But Heather is wary of Brody's sudden
interest in her, and she suspects there's more to his homecoming than he's letting on. Set
against the scenic backdrop of a New England winter, Echo Lake is a captivating tale of
family, friends and the possibility of new love.
F OATES Oates, Joyce Carol. The man without a shadow / Ecco, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2016
In 1965, neuroscientist Margot Sharpe meets Elihu Hoopes: the "man without a shadow," who
will be known, in time, as the most-studied and most famous amnesiac in history. A vicious
infection has clouded anything beyond the last seventy seconds just beyond the fog of
memory. Over the course of thirty years, the two embark on mirrored journeys of selfdiscovery: Margot, enthralled by her charming, mysterious, and deeply lonely patient, as well
as her officious supervisor, attempts to unlock Eli's shuttered memories of a childhood trauma
without losing her own sense of self in the process. Made vivid by Oates' usual eye for detail,
and searing insight into the human psyche, The Man Without a Shadow is eerie, ambitious,
and structurally complex, unique among her novels for its intimate portrayal of a forbidden
relationship that can never be publicly revealed.
F OTTO Otto, Whitney. How to make an American quilt / Villard Books, 1991
"An extraordinay and moving reading experience, HOW TO MAKE AN AMERICAN QUILT is an
exploration of women of yesterday and today, who join together in a uniquely female
experience. As they gather year after year, their stories, their wisdom, their lives, form the
pattern from which all of us draw warmth and comfort for ourselves"
F PALMA Palma, Felix J. The map of the sky: a novel / Atria Books, 2012
A love story serves as backdrop for The Map of the Sky when New York socialite Emma Harlow
agrees to marry millionaire Montgomery Gilmore, but only if he accepts her audacious
challenge: to reproduce the extraterrestrial invasion featured in Wells’s War of the Worlds.
What follows are three brilliantly interconnected plots to create a breathtaking tale of time
travel and mystery, replete with cameos by a young Edgar Allan Poe, and Captain Shackleton
and Charles Winslow from The Map of Time.

F PARKER Parker, Robert B. A savage place: a Spenser novel / Dell, 1983
Spenser is in Hollywood to protect television reporter Candy Sloan. Together they search for
a murderer.
F PARKER Parker, Robert B. Trouble in Paradise / G.P. Putnam, 1998
“Stiles Island is a wealthy and exclusive enclave separated by a bridge from the Massachusetts
coast town of Paradise. James Macklin sees Stiles Island as the ultimate investment
opportunity: all he needs to do is invade the island, blow up the bridge, and loot the island.
To realize his investment, Macklin, along with his devoted girlfriend, Faye, assembles a crew
of fellow ex-cons --all experts in their fields--including Wilson Cromartie, a fearsome Apache.
James Macklin is a bad man--a very bad man. And Wilson Cromartie, known as Crow, is even
worse. As Macklin plans his crime, Paradise Police Chief Jesse Stone has his hands full. He
faces romantic entanglements in triplicate: his ex-wife, Jenn, is in the Paradise jail for
assault; he's begun a new relationship with a Stiles Island realtor named Marcy Campbell; and
he's still sorting out his feelings for attorney Abby Taylor. When Macklin's attack on Stiles
Island is set in motion, both Marcy and Abby are put in jeopardy. As the casualties mount, it's
up to Jesse to keep both women from harm. Filled with "light, shade, texture, and
complexity" (The Boston Globe), Trouble in Paradise is the work of a master."
F PARMAR Parmar, Priya. Vanessa and her sister: a novel / Ballantine Books, 2014
"In 1905, Virginia and Vanessa Stephens and their brothers Thoby and Adrian moved to
unfashionable, bohemian Bloomsbury. All in their twenties, orphaned and unmarried, they
began holding Thursday night gatherings in their unchaperoned, unconventional drawing
room. Most of the young guests in that room would become famous, breaking the old rules
and blazing their own new paths. It is from Vanessa's point of view at the center of this
eccentric, charmed circle of artists and intellectuals that this novel is told, with unsparing
honesty about their friendships, their love affairs, and in particular her own troubled
relationship with her complicated, brilliant sister Virginia"-F PATTERSON Patterson, James. Jack and Jill: a novel / Little, Brown, 1996
"In the nation's capital, homicide detective Alex Cross tracks a diabolical killer whose prey
ranges from an ordinary little girl to the president."
F PATTERSON Patterson, James. NYPD Red 4 / Little, Brown and Company, 2016
An audacious jewel heist. A murdered actress. A killer case for NYPD Red. In a city where
crime never sleeps, NYPD Red is the elite task force called in only when a case involves the
rich, famous, and connected. Detective Zach Jordan and his partner, Kylie MacDonald--the
woman who broke his heart at the police academy--are the best of the best, brilliant and
tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to catch a criminal, even if it means
antagonizing the same high-flying citizens they're supposed to be helping. When a glitzy movie
premiere is the scene of a shocking murder and high-stakes robbery, NYPD Red gets the call.
Traversing the city's highs and lows, from celebrity penthouses to the depths of Manhattan's
criminal underworld, Zach and Kylie have to find a cold-blooded killer--before he strikes
again.
F PENNY Penny, Louise. The brutal telling / Minotaur Books, 2009
Chief Inspector Gamache and his team are called upon to look into the murder of a stranger
whose body is found at the Three Pines bistro and antiques store, and as various clues,
secrets, and treasures are discovered, bistro owner Olivier becomes a prime suspect.

F PERROTTA Perrotta, Tom. Joe College / St. Martin's Griffin, 2000
"For many Ivy League college students, spring break means a raucous road trip to a spot in the
sun. For Danny, a Yale junior, the spring of 1982 means two weeks in central New Jersey
behind the wheel of his dad's lunch truck, the "Roach Coach." But Danny can use the time with
the coffee urn to try to make sense of a love life that's gotten a little complicated."--Jacket.
F ROSNAY Rosnay, Tatiana de. Sarah's key / St. Martin's Griffin, 2007
American journalist Julia Jarmond researches the brutal 1942 Nazi roundup in Paris and
stumbles upon a connection between her family and one of the victims, which compels Julia
to learn more about the girl's life.
F SANDERSON Sanderson, Brandon. Mistborn: the final empire / Tor, 2006
"Brandon Sanderson, fantasy's newest master tale spinner, author of the acclaimed debut
Elantris, dares to turn a genre on its head by asking a simple question: What if the hero of
prophecy fails? What kind of world results when the Dark Lord is in charge? The answer will be
found in the Mistborn Trilogy, a saga of surprises and magical martial-arts action that begins
in Mistborn. For a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years
the Skaa slaved in misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of
Infinity," reigned with absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when
hope was so long lost that not even its memory remained, a terribly scarred, heart-broken
half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's most hellish prison. Kelsier
""snapped"" and found in himself the powers of a Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader,
he turned his talents to the ultimate caper, with the Lord Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier
recruited the underworld's elite, the smartest and most trustworthy allomancers, each of
whom shares one of his many powers, and all of whom relish a high-stakes challenge. Only
then does he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest heist in history, but the
downfall of the divine despot. But even with the best criminal crew ever assembled, Kel's plan
looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named Vin into his life.
Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher life. Vin has learned to
expect betrayal from everyone she meets, and gotten it. She will have to learn to trust, if Kel
is to help her master powers of which she never dreamed."
F SANDFORD Sandford, John. Winter prey / Berkley Books, 1993
"It's the dead of winter, and a killer like no other is turning a small Wisconsin town into a
death trap-one that's closing in on Lucas Davenport"
F SHREVE Shreve, Anita. Resistance: a novel / Little, Brown and Co., 1995
In World War II, an American flier is shot down over Belgium. He is rescued by a farmer and
his wife who are in the resistance. The wife cares for the airman's wounds and while the
husband is away they have a doomed affair which ends in betrayal.
F SHREVE Shreve, Anita. Light on snow: a novel / Little, Brown and Co., 2004
After retreating from a family tragedy to a house tucked away in the New Hampshire woods,
12-year-old Nicky and her father are thrust back into the world when one wintry afternoon
they discover an abandoned newborn outdoors.

F SOFER Sofer, Dalia. The Septembers of Shiraz / Harper Perennial, 2008
"In the aftermath of the Iranian revolution, rare-gem dealer Isaac Amin is arrested, wrongly
accused of being a spy. Terrified by his disappearance, his family must reconcile a new world
of cruelty and chaos with the collapse of everything they have known. As Isaac navigates the
terrors of prison, and his wife feverishly searches for him, his children struggle with the
realization that their family may soon be forced to embark on a journey of incalculable
danger. "
F STANSBERRY Stansberry, Domenic. The ancient rain / St. Martin's Minotaur, 2008
Private investigator Dante Mancuso is drawn into the still shadowy underground of San
Francisco's radical past when he is hired by fellow investigator Bill Owens to find the man
responsible for a thirty-year-old killing Owens is charged with having committed while a
member of a militant political group.
F STEEL Steel, Danielle. Blue: a novel / Delacorte Press, 2016
Ginny Carter was once a rising star in TV news, married to a top anchorman, with a threeyear-old son and a full and happy life in Beverly Hills-until her whole world dissolved in a
single instant on the freeway two days before Christmas. In the aftermath, she pieces her life
back together and tries to find meaning in her existence as a human rights worker in the
worst areas around the globe. Then, on the anniversary of the fateful accident-and wrestling
with the lure of death herself-she meets a boy who will cause her life to change forever yet
again. Thirteen-year-old Blue Williams has been living on the streets, abandoned by his
family, rarely attending school, and utterly alone. Following her instincts, Ginny reaches out
to him. Leery of everyone, he runs from her again and again. But he always returns, and each
time, their friendship grows. Blue glows with outsized spirit and an irresistible mix of
innocence and wisdom beyond his years. Ginny offers him respect as they form an unusual
bond and become the family they each lost. But just as Blue is truly beginning to trust her,
she learns of a shocking betrayal that he has been hiding. Is it a wound too deep to heal, or
will she be able to fight the battle that will make them both whole again?
F STEINECK Steinbeck, John. Sweet Thursday / Penguin Books, 1996
"In Monterey, on the the California coast, Sweet Thursday is what they call the day after
Lousy Wednesday, which is one of those days that is just naturally bad. Returning to the scene
of Cannery Row, the weedy lots and junk heaps and flophouses of Monterey, John Steinbeck
once more brings to life the denizens of a netherworld of laughter and tears-from Fauna, new
headmistress of the local brothel, to Hazel, a bum whose mother must have wanted a
daughter."
F STRUGATSKY Strugat︠s︡kiĭ, Arkadiĭ. Roadside picnic / Chicago Review Press, 2012
"Red Schuhart is a stalker, one of those young rebels who are compelled, in spite of the
extreme danger, to venture illegally into the Zone to collect the mysterious artifacts that the
alien visitors left scattered around. His life is dominated by the place and the thriving black
market in the alien products. But when he and his friend Kirill go into the Zone together to
pick up a "full empty," something goes wrong. And the news he gets from his girlfriend upon
his return makes it inevitable that he'll keep going back to the Zone, again and again, until he
finds the answer to all his problems."--

F SULLIVAN Sullivan, Mark T. Thief: a Robin Monarch novel / Minotaur Books, 2014
"Robin Monarch is a man with a complicated past and dangerous present. He's been a soldier,
a CIA agent, a freelance operative but first and foremost, Robin Monarch is a thief of the
highest order. Orphaned at twelve, Monarch originally stole for survival, then he stole for his
friends and cohorts, now he steals to order, and to give back to the woman who saved his life
many years ago. With the help of his team, Monarch breaks into the legendary Christmas
party of Beau Arsenault, a shady investor and behind-the-scenes player at the very highest
levels of power politics. Arsenault is not above bending or breaking the rules if there's illicit
profit to be made. Monarch has decided that those illicit profits will be better used to take
care of orphans and street kids. Using the party as cover to break into Arsenault's secret
vaults, Monarch comes away with two unexpected things. One is a bullet--he gets shot when
he's caught trying to escape with tens of millions of negotiable instruments. The second is a
lead on what might be his most audacious exploit ever. A previously undiscovered tribe in
South America may well have the secret to the most sought after knowledge in history--that
of eternal life. And Robin Monarch must use all his skills--as an operative, as a thief--to keep
this secret from falling into the worst possible hands"-- Provided by publisher.
F SZABO Szabö, Magda. The door / New York Review Books, 2015
"The Door is an unsettling exploration of the relationship between two very different women.
Magda is a writer, educated, married to an academic, public-spirited, with an on-again-offagain relationship with Hungary's Communist authorities. Emerence is a peasant, illiterate,
impassive, abrupt, seemingly ageless. She lives alone in a house that no one else may enter,
not even her closest relatives. She is Magda's housekeeper and she has taken control over
Magda's household, becoming indispensable to her. And Emerence, in her way, has come to
depend on Magda. They share a kind of love--at least until Magda's long-sought success as a
writer leads to a devastating revelation. Len Rix's prizewinning translation of The Door at last
makes it possible for American readers to appreciate the masterwork of a major modern
European writer"-F THAYER Thayer, Nancy. The guest cottage: a novel / Ballantine Books, 2015
Sensible thirty-six-year-old Sophie Anderson has always known what to do, but when her
husband announces that he's leaving her for another woman, Sophie realizes she has no idea
what's next. Impulsively renting a guest cottage on Nantucket from her friend Susie Swenson,
Sophie rounds up her kids, Jonah and Lacey, and leaves Boston for a quiet family vacation,
minus one.
F THOMPSON Thompson, Victoria. Murder on Waverly Place: a gaslight mystery / Berkley
Prime Crime, 2010
"Midwife and sleuth Sarah Brandt and Detective Sergeant Frank Malloy must protect Sarah's
mother from scandal after she tries to contact her dead daughter during a séance that sends
one of the attendees into the afterlife. But first, they have to determine how the woman was
murdered in the pitch dark when all the suspects were holding hands."
F VIDAL Vidal, Gore. Myra Breckinridge; Myron / Vintage Books, 1986
The first paperback edition to combine Gore Vidal's brilliant and energetic fantasy Myra
Breckinridge with its sequel, Myron.

F WALKER Walker, Walter. Crime of privilege: a novel / Ballantine Books, 2013
Pitted against a powerful family when he reopens the scandalous case of a young woman's
unsolved murder, George Becket is forced to confront a haunting mistake from his own past
while outmaneuvering wealth-driven corruption.
F WILDE Wilde, Oscar. The picture of Dorian Gray / Modern Library, 1998
When published in 1890, Oscar Wilde's version of the Faust myth, wherein a fashionable young
man sells his soul for eternal youth while his portrait grows old, was attacked for its "mawkish
and nauseous" tone. However, the novel has fascinated readers for over a century. This
Paperback Classic edition includes an Introduction by Quentin Crisp.
F WILLIAMS Williams, Naomi J. Landfalls / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016
"Reimagines the historical Laperouse expedition, a voyage of exploration that left Brest in
1785 with two frigates, more than two hundred men, and overblown Enlightenment ideals and
expectations...Deeply grounded in historical fact but refracted through a powerful
imagination, Landfalls follows the exploits and heartbreaks not only of the men on the ships
but also of the people affected by the voyage -- indigenous people and other Europeans the
explorers encountered, loved ones left waiting at home, and those who survived and
remembered the expedition later." --jacket
F WOODS Woods, Stuart. Scandalous behavior / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2016
After a series of nonstop adventures, Stone Barrington is eager for some peace and quiet in a
rustic British setting. But no sooner does he land in England than he's beset by an outrageous
demand from a beautiful lady, and an offer he can't refuse. Unfortunately, Stone quickly
learns that his new acquisition comes with some undesired strings attached--namely, a deadly
mystery involving the complex relationships of the local gentry, and a relentless adversary
who raises the stakes with every encounter. Stone's restful country vacation is looking like yet
another troublesome situation, but with his tireless aplomb--and the help of a few friends--he
is more than up to the challenge.

NON-FICTION
071.3079 HAR Harris, Roy J. Pulitzer's gold: a century of public service journalism /
Columbia University Press, 2016
The Joseph Pulitzer Gold Medal for meritorious public service is an unparalleled American
media honor, awarded to news organizations for collaborative reporting that moves readers,
provokes change, and advances the journalistic profession. Updated to reflect new winners of
the Pulitzer Prize for public service journalism and the many changes in the practice and
business of journalism, Pulitzer's Gold goes behind the scenes to explain the mechanics and
effects of these groundbreaking works. The veteran journalist Roy J. Harris Jr. adds
fascinating new detail to well-known accounts of the Washington Post investigation into the
Watergate affair, the New York Times coverage of the Pentagon Papers, and the Boston Globe
revelations of the Catholic Church's sexual-abuse cover-up. He examines recent Pulitzerwinning coverage of government surveillance of U.S. citizens and expands on underexplored
stories, from the scandals that took down Boston financial fraud artist Charles Ponzi in 1920
to recent exposés that revealed neglect at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and municipal
thievery in Bell, California. This one-hundred-year history of bold journalism follows
developments in all types of reporting, environmental, business, disaster coverage, war, and
more.

133.4 KAR Karlsen, Carol F. The devil in the shape of a woman: witchcraft in colonial
New England / Norton, 1998
From the Publisher: Confessing to "Familiarity with the Devils," Mary Johnson, a servant, was
executed by Connecticut officials in 1648. A wealthy Boston widow, Ann Hibbens, was hanged
in 1656 for casting spells on her neighbors. In 1662, Ann Cole was "taken with very strange
Fits" and fueled an outbreak of witchcraft accusations in Hartford a generation before the
notorious events in Salem took place. More than three hundred years later the question still
haunts us: Why were these and other women likely witches? Why were they vulnerable to
accusations of witchcraft? In this work Carol Karlsen reveals the social construction of
witchcraft in seventeenth-century New England and illuminates the larger contours of gender
relations in that society.
153.8 TAB Taberner, Kathy. The power of curiosity: how to have real conversations that
create collaboration, innovation and understanding / Morgan James, 2016
As leaders or parents (or both), navigating difficult conversations is part of our job
description. How do we keep calm and achieve a productive outcome, all while keeping our
relationships intact? The secret is curiosity. It’s the innovation-driving, emotion-calming skill
that comes so naturally to us as kids, but gets buried so easily beneath our busy, multitasking
lifestyles. The good news is that we just have to relearn what we already know! In The Power
of Curiosity, mother-daughter executive coaching team Kathy Taberner and Kirsten Taberner
Siggins introduce the Curiosity Skills and a full, step-by-step process to use anytime, even if
potentially challenging conversations arise. In The Power of Curiosity, you’ll learn: how to be
fully present in every conversation, even when distractions abound; the five listening choices
you always have available to you, whether at home, work, or school; specific calming
strategies to access when negative emotions run high; a step-by-step process to transform
potential conflict into relationship-building opportunities. Imagine approaching every
conversation, even challenging conversations with a sense of calm and even excitement,
confident you’ll achieve a win-win result and a stronger relationship than before. That's the
power of curiosity."--Publisher's description.
155.2 SEL Seligman, Martin E. P. Learned optimism / Pocket Books, 1998
Presents a discussion of pessimism and its accompanying depression; looks at how negative
feelings impact a person's ability to achieve success; and offers advice on how to change from
pessimism to optimism. Includes diagnostic tests and worksheets.
155.333 BUL Bulik, Cynthia M. The woman in the mirror: how to stop confusing what you
look like with who you are / Walker Publishing Co., 2012
Bulik digs deep into the origins of women's problems with body image, guiding her readers in
the challenging task of disentangling self-esteem from body esteem, and taking charge of the
insidious negative self-talk.
155.9 HOO Hood, Ann. Comfort: a journey through grief / W. W. Norton & Co., 2008
The first six pages of this wrenchingly honest memoir of Hood's daughter's death and its
aftermath read like a tightly controlled scream. All the platitudes, the dozens of words of
comfort that people offer--'time heals,' 'she is in a better place'--are interspersed with Hood's
silent, furious responses to these 'lies,' with special scorn for those who say, 'Are you writing
this down?' The death of her five- year-old Grace in 2002 was completely unexpected: an
ordinary strep throat somehow ravaged the organs of her small body. Hood (The Knitting

Circle) takes readers through the slow, jagged steps of dealing with grief. Unable to write,
she first took refuge in endless knitting, then got a tattoo on Grace's sixth birthday. Hiding
from the Beatles' songs her daughter had loved, she found them so ubiquitous that she could
finally listen only to talk radio. Grace's little shoes stood sentinel at the top of the stairs and
three years passed before Hood could bear to clean her room. But there is redemption at the
end of this short, anguished book. Hood and her husband have a new daughter, Annabelle,
adopted from China, and at last, Hood can celebrate Mother's Day, albeit with a 'strange
mixture of grief and joy.'
177.7 MAC MacFarquhar, Larissa. Strangers drowning: grappling with impossible
idealism, drastic choices, and the overpowering urge to help / Penguin Press, 2016
"What does it mean to devote yourself wholly to helping others? In Strangers Drowning, Larissa
MacFarquhar seeks out people living lives of extreme ethical commitment and tells their
deeply intimate stories; their stubborn integrity and their compromises; their bravery and
their recklessness; their joys and defeats and wrenching dilemmas. A couple adopts two
children in distress. But then they think: If they can change two lives, why not four? Or ten?
They adopt twenty. But how do they weigh the needs of unknown children in distress against
the needs of the children they already have? Another couple founds a leprosy colony in the
wilderness in India, living in huts with no walls, knowing that their two small children may
contract leprosy or be eaten by panthers. The children survive. But what if they hadn't? How
would their parents' risk have been judged? A woman believes that if she spends money on
herself, rather than donate it to buy life-saving medicine, then she's responsible for the
deaths that result. She lives on a fraction of her income, but wonders: when is compromise
self-indulgence and when is it essential? We honor such generosity and high ideals; but when
we call people do-gooders there is skepticism in it, even hostility. Why do moral people make
us uneasy? Between her stories, MacFarquhar threads a lively history of the literature,
philosophy, social science, and self-help that have contributed to a deep suspicion of dogooders in Western culture. Through its sympathetic and beautifully vivid storytelling,
Strangers Drowning confronts us with fundamental questions about what it means to be
human. In a world of strangers drowning in need, how much should we help, and how much
can we help? Is it right to care for strangers even at the expense of those we are closest to?
Moving and provocative, Strangers Drowning challenges us to think about what we value most,
and why."--provided by publisher.
200.938 WHI Whitmarsh, Tim. Battling the gods: atheism in the ancient world / Alfred A.
Knopf, 2015
"How new is atheism? Although adherents and opponents alike today present it as an invention
of the European Enlightenment, when the forces of science and secularism broadly challenged
those of faith, disbelief in the gods, in fact, originated in a far more remote past. In Battling
the Gods, Tim Whitmarsh journeys into the ancient Mediterranean, a world almost
unimaginably different from our own, to recover the stories and voices of those who first
refused the divinities"
204.4 LAM Lamott, Anne. Stitches: a handbook on meaning, hope and repair / Riverhead
Books, 2013
Lamott explores how we find meaning and peace when life lurches out of balance; where we
start again after personal and public devastation; how we recapture wholeness after loss; and
how we locate our true identities in this frazzled age. We begin, Lamott says, by collecting

the ripped shreds of our emotional and spiritual fabric and sewing them back together, one
stitch at a time.
230 BON Bonhoeffer, Dietrich. Dietrich Bonhoeffer: writings / Orbis Books, 1998
The German Lutheran pastor and theologian spoke out against Nazi horrors and was eventually
arrested and executed for an attempt to assassinate Hitler. The selections from his writings
include excerpts from such notable works as The Cost of Discipleship and letters from prison.
248.4 MEY Meyer, Joyce. The mind connection: how the thoughts you choose affect your
mood, behavior, and decisions / FaithWords, 2016
Thoughts can seem random and meaningless, but they are connected to your wellbeing and
impact your life every day. What you think affects your words, decisions, and emotions. Your
thoughts influence how you relate to yourself, to others, and to God. The good news is that
God has equipped you to take control of your thinking and increase your happiness. In THE
MIND CONNECTION Joyce Meyer, #1 New York Times bestselling author, expands on the
wisdom of her bestselling books Battlefield of the Mind and Power Thoughts to explain how to
improve the quality of your thoughts and your life. This study guide companion will help you
maximize the wisdom of that book through relevant scripture, challenging questions, powerful
illustrations, and space to fill with your reflections. Exploring each section of THE MIND
CONNECTION, this guide will help you understand the important connection between the
mind, mouth, moods, and attitudes so that you can develop the right mind-set to overcome
every challenge you face. You will learn to think with purpose, gain greater confidence, and
claim the joyful life you were meant to lead. Topics include: The Life You've Always Wanted
to Live, Positive Self-Talk, The Power of Focus, How Your Thoughts Affect Your Physical and
Emotional Health, How to Get Your Mind Back When You Feel Like You Have Lost It!
306.7 LAN Lane, Laura. This is why you're single / Adams Media, 2016
Whether you're falling for that man child for the fifty-seventh time or text messaging your
way to stalker status, dating can make you want to find a nice roomy hermitage on Airbnb and
live a solitary, monk-like life. Luckily, that frustration ends now. This Is Why You're Single
breaks away from your typical dating guide by taking a page from Aesop's playbook with
hilarious modern-day dating fables paired with advice, entertaining quizzes, graphs, and
illustrations. Dating will feel a whole lot more doable, a little less weird, and, well, actually
pretty fun.
306.768 NUT Nutt, Amy Ellis. Becoming Nicole: the transformation of an American family
/ Random House, 2015
"The Maines were a middle-class, hard-working, politically conservative New England couple
whose lives felt complete when they adopted identical twin sons. As toddlers, Jonas was the
son Kelly and Wayne Maines expected, but Wyatt was only interested in girls' clothes and toys.
By age five, this conflict was tearing Wyatt--and the family--apart. Today, Wyatt is Nicole.
She and Jonas are now graduating from high school. This is the story of a journey that could
have destroyed a family, but instead united them. It's the story of a mother whose instincts
told her her child needed love and help. It's the story of a Republican, NRA-member father
who overcame confusion and fear to become a vocal advocate of trans rights. It's the story of
a brother who always loved and accepted his sister. And, especially, it's the story of a young
girl who found the courage to be herself. "--

327.73 MOR Morris, Seymour. Supreme commander: MacArthur's triumph in Japan /
Harper, 2014
A combination of political history, military biography, and business management reveals how
General Douglas MacArthur defied expectations to rebuild Japan successfully after World War
II.
333.95 HOR Horwitz, Joshua. War of the whales: a true story / Simon & Schuster, 2014
"The tale of a crusading attorney who stumbles on one of the U.S. Navy's best-kept secrets: a
submarine detection system that floods entire ocean basins with high-intensity sound--and
drives whales onto beaches. As Joel Reynolds launches a legal fight to expose and challenge
the Navy program, marine biologist Ken Balcomb witnesses a mysterious mass stranding of
whales near his research station in the Bahamas. Investigating this calamity, Balcomb is
forced to choose between his conscience and an oath of secrecy he swore to the Navy in his
youth"--Amazon.com.
338.54 GAL Galbraith, John Kenneth. The great crash, 1929 / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2009
Presents a study of the stock market crash of 1929 that reveals the influential role of Wall
Street on the economic growth of America.
345.73 WAT Watson, Bruce. Sacco and Vanzetti: the men, the murders and the judgment
of mankind / Penguin Books, 2008
In this groundbreaking narrative of one of America's most divisive trials and executions,
award-winning journalist Watson mines deep archives and newly available sources to paint the
most complete portrait available of the good shoemaker and the poor fish peddler.
364.106 DAS Dash, Mike. The first family: terror, extortion, revenge, murder, and the
birth of the American mafia / Random House, 2009
Using previously untapped Secret Service archives, prison records, and interviews with
surviving family members, Dash presents the gripping story of the birth of the Italian Mafia in
America, and brings to life the remarkable villains and unusual heroes of the Mafia's early
years.
364.152 HAR Harrison, Kathryn. While they slept: an inquiry into the murder of a family
/ Random House, 2008
Explores Billy Gilley's 1984 murders of his parents and younger sister and draws from
interviews with Billy, his older sister, family, friends, and professionals as well as the author's
personal experiences to examine the effects of physical and verbal abuse on children.
509.2 WUL Wulf, Andrea. The invention of nature: Alexander von Humboldt's new world
/ Alfred A. Knopf, 2015
A portrait of the German naturalist reveals his ongoing influence on humanity's relationship
with the natural world today, discussing such topics as his views on climate change,
conservation, and nature as a resource for all life.

516.204 LIV Livio, Mario. The golden ratio: the story of phi, the world's most astonishing
number / Broadway Books, 2002
Tells the story of phi, the never ending, never repeating number known as the Golden Ratio,
written as 1.6180339887..., looking at how it has been used, and claims about its use,
throughout the history of mathematics.
572 MCF McFadden, Johnjoe. Life on the edge: the coming of age of quantum biology /
Crown Publishers, 2014
Life is the most extraordinary phenomenon in the known universe; but how does it work? It is
remarkable that in this age of cloning and even synthetic biology, nobody has ever made
anything living entirely out of dead material. Life remains the only way to make life. Are we
missing a vital ingredient in its creation? Like Richard Dawkins' The Selfish Gene which
provided a new perspective on evolution by shifting the focus of natural selection from
organisms to genes, Life On The Edge alters our understanding of life from cells or
biomolecules to the fundamental particles that drive life's dynamics. From this new
perspective, life makes more sense as its missing ingredient is revealed to be quantum
mechanics and the strange phenomena that lie at the heart of this most mysterious of
sciences.
599.935 LIP Lipton, Bruce H. The biology of belief: unleashing the power of
consciousness, matter & miracles / Hay House, Inc., 2016
It has been ten years since the publication of The Biology of Belief, Bruce Lipton’s seminal
book on the relationship between mind and body that changed the way we think about our
lives, our health, and our planet. During that time, research in this field has grown
exponentially—Lipton’s groundbreaking experiments have now been endorsed by more than a
decade of rigorous scientific study. In this greatly expanded edition, Lipton, a former medical
school professor and research scientist, explores his own experiments and those of other
leading-edge scientists that have unraveled in ever greater detail how truly connected the
mind, body, and spirit are. It is now widely recognized that genes and DNA do not control our
biology. Instead, they are controlled by signals from outside the cell, including energetic
messages emanating from our thoughts. This profoundly hopeful synthesis of the latest and
best research in cell biology and quantum physics puts the power to create a healthy, joyous
life back in our own hands. When we transform our conscious and subconscious thoughts, we
transform our lives, and in the process help humanity evolve to a new level of understanding
and peace.
610 LAN Langshur, Sharon. We carry each other: getting through life's toughest times /
Conari Press, 2007
How do you help someone who is sick? What do you say to a friend who has lost a parent?
Finding ways to assist the sick, the bereaved, and those caring for the ill or disabled can be
difficult. Sharon Langshur and Eric Langshur, a pediatrician and a health-care services
provider, respectively, had a son born with congenital heart disease. To keep family and
friends informed about his condition, they created a 'care page' web site and found that the
messages received in response provided much-needed support. That homegrown endeavor
gave rise to the million-plus-member CarePages.com for patients, families, and health- care
providers. This book presents stories of people who have used the service, which furnishes
examples of providing care and support in a variety of contexts. There are also lists of tips for
helping both patients and caregivers. Calling, emailing, bringing food, and having family
meetings to plan care are among the actions suggested. This information is readily available

in other sources, but the firsthand accounts offer a unique human dimension that will make
readers realize they are not alone.
614.563 WAS Wasik, Bill. Rabid: a cultural history of the world's most diabolical virus /
Penguin Books, 2013
Charts the history, science, and cultural mythology of rabies, documenting how before its
vaccine the disease caused fatal brain infections and sparked the creations of monsters,
including werewolves, vampires and zombies.
616.89 FRA Frances, Allen. Saving normal: an insider's revolt against out-of-control
psychiatric diagnosis, DSM-5, big pharma, and the medicalization of ordinary life / William
Morrow, 2013
Argues that the new edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
threatens to destroy what is considered normal and that grief, sorrow, stress,
disappointment, and other feelings are part of life, not a psychiatric disease.
617.092 CHE Chen, Pauline W. Final exam: a surgeon's reflections on mortality / Alfred
A. Knopf, 2007
Describes how physicians must deal with the realities of death, the risks and rewards of
emotional involvement, and her own personal experiences throughout her education and
career.
696 BLA The complete guide to plumbing: faucets & fixtures, PEX, tubs & toilets, water
heaters, troubleshooting & repair, much more / Creative Pub. International, 2012
"With more than 600,000 copies of previous editions sold, this updated 5th edition features
new tools, materials, skills, and plumbing installations and repairs"--Provided by publisher.
741.5092 SMI Smith, Joel. Steinberg at the New Yorker / Harry N. Abrams, 2005
"Born in Romania in 1914, Steinberg studied architecture in Milan and made a name for
himself as a cartoonist before fleeing fascist Italy in 1941. Avidly sponsored by The New
Yorker, he arrived in Manhattan the following year, only to join the military on a worldwide
tour of duty, which he chronicled in the pages of the magazine. Through the 1950s,
Steinberg's acute, spontaneous, fluid line was in constant demand among periodicals and book
publishers throughout Europe and the United States. In sixty years, he worked with every
editor The New Yorker has had, and he created art of every category it employed, including
covers, cartoons, "spot" drawings, illustrations for Profiles, and multi-page portfolios. All 87 of
Steinberg's covers are seen here in full colour, as well as colour drawings which originally
appeared in black and white, and 25 thematic plate sections which explore his defining
preoccupations. The accompanying essay by art historian Joel Smith considers Steinberg's
work in the context of the magazine's evolution, during and after World War II, from a
humorous weekly to one of the defining standard bearers of taste and intelligence in
American letters."
791.4309 THO Thomson, David. The big screen: the story of the movies / Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, 2012
"The Big Screen" tells the enthralling story of the movies: their rise and spread, their
remarkable influence in the war years, and their long, slow decline to a form that is often
richly entertaining but no longer lays claim to our lives the way it once did.

791.4372 ROD Star wars: where science meets imagination / National Geographic, 2005
Just saying the words Star Wars evokes images of whooshing light sabers, Luke Skywalker's
landspeeder racing above the sand, and epic battles between the forces of good and evil that
take place in the farthest reaches of space. Star Wars: Where Science Meets Imagination
explores how George Lucas's incredible use of science and technology may have presaged-and
at times directly influenced-the future of life on Earth and beyond. From commercial space
flight and super-speed trains that levitate by magnetism to robot servants and microscopic
nanorobots that perform surgery internally, scientists inspired by Star Wars are taking
fictional ideas and turning them into reality. In the next twenty years, human soldiers will be
outfitted like stormtroopers, impervious to chemical weapons and equipped with superhuman
endurance. Such advances, while monumental, also raise huge ethical questions. The book
gives voice to the scientists and creators of the technologies whose stories describe the
complexities and consequences of such advances. Perfectly timed to coincide with the DVD
release of the final film in the prequal series and to take full advantage of the 9-city
exhibition as well as Star Wars's cross-generational appeal, Star Wars: Where Science Meets
Imagination will delight both fans of the films and the technologically savvy."""
799.2 TOD Today's bowhunter: the responsible bowhunter's guide / Kalkomey
Enterprises, Inc., 2005
This is the International Bowhunter Education Program (IBEP) Student Manual, which includes
"must know basic material" on hunting with the bow and arrow.
811.54 GRA Graham, Jorie. From the new world: poems 1976-2014 / Ecco, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2015
"An indispensable volume of poems, selected from almost four decades of work, that tracks
the evolution of one of our most renowned contemporary poets, Pulitzer Prize-winner Jorie
Graham. Much awaited and long needed, From the New World--a sequence of poems from
Jorie Graham's prior eleven books--offers more than a retrospect of this major poet's work.
This selection, including several revised and new poems, creates a startlingly fresh trajectory
through books whose brilliance and far-reaching innovations have significantly influenced the
landscape of contemporary poetry, both in the United States and abroad. Graham's unique
achievement is surprisingly recast in this illuminating new book, in which the concerns of the
later work are seen already urgently pressing in the earliest. From the New World--part
spiritual autobiography, part survival manual--tracks what it is to attempt wakefulness in this
moment of human history."--Book jacket.
814.54 DAM D'Ambrosio, Charles. Loitering: new & collected essays / Tin House Books,
2014
"Charles D'Ambrosio's essay collection Orphans spawned something of a cult following. In the
decade since the tiny limited-edition volume sold out its print run, its devotees have pressed
it upon their friends, students, and colleagues, only to find themselves begging for their
copy's safe return. For anyone familiar with D'Ambrosio's writing, this enthusiasm should come
as no surprise. His work is exacting and emotionally generous, often as funny as it is
devastating. Loitering gathers those eleven original essays with new and previously
uncollected work so that a broader audience might discover one of our great living essayists.
No matter his subject - Native American whaling, a Pentecostal "hell house," Mary Kay
Letourneau, the work of J. D. Salinger, or, most often, his own family - D'Ambrosio
approaches each piece with a singular voice and point of view; each essay, while unique and
surprising, is unmistakably his own"--

814.54 SED Sedaris, David. Me talk pretty one day / Back Bay Books, 2001
A recent transplant to Paris, humorist David Sedaris, bestselling author of "Naked", presents a
collection of his strongest work yet, including the title story about his hilarious attempt to
learn French.
910.9163 EVA Evans, James. Tudor adventures: an Arctic voyage of discovery: the hunt
for the northeast passage / Pegasus Books, 2014
In this moving story of daring, discovery, tragedy, and adventure, historian James Evans
vividly shows how the 1553 voyage of Sir Hugh Willoughby, a brave gentleman soldier, and
Richard Chancellor, a brilliant young scientist and practical man of the sea, laid the
foundations for England's expansion on a global stage.
917.296 FOD 2016 Fodor's Bahamas. Fodor's Travel Guides, 2014
Fodor’s› helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by providing the insightful tools you need
to experience the trips you want. Although you’re at the helm, Fodors offers the assurance of
our expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a
destination. It’s like having a friend in the Bahamas! Experience the Bahamas like a local!
Fodor’s Bahamas includes choices for every traveler, from exploring deserted cays to bar
hopping and boutique shopping, and much more!
920 SCH Schneider, Helga. Let me go / Penguin Books, 2001
In this powerful memoir, the author describes her relationship and final encounter with her
mother, who abandoned the family 56 years earlier to pursue a career with the SS culminating
in a position as a guard at Auschwitz.
920.073 TER Terkel, Studs. My American century / New Press | Distributed by W.W.
Norton, 1997
A treasury of approximately fifty interviews with ordinary Americans drawn from eight earlier
works by Terkel published between 1967 and 1995, providing a chronicle of the country from
the 1920s through the 1990s.
921 BEER Beer, Edith Hahn. The Nazi officer's wife: how one Jewish woman survived the
Holocaust / Perennial, 1999
Edith Hahn tells how she survived the Holocaust, first by going underground, using a Christian
friend's identity papers, and eventually marrying Werner Vetter, a Nazi Party member who
knew she was Jewish.
921 BROWNSTEIN Brownstein, Carrie. Hunger makes me a modern girl: a memoir /
Riverhead Books, 2016
Before Carrie Brownstein became a music icon, she was a young girl growing up in the Pacific
Northwest just as it was becoming the setting for one the most important movements in rock
history. Seeking a sense of home and identity, she would discover both while moving from
spectator to creator in experiencing the power and mystery of a live performance. With
Sleater-Kinney, Brownstein and her bandmates rose to prominence in the burgeoning
underground feminist punk-rock movement that would define music and pop culture in the
1990s. They would be cited as “America’s best rock band” by legendary music critic Greil
Marcus for their defiant, exuberant brand of punk that resisted labels and limitations, and
redefined notions of gender in rock.

921 BUKO Buko, Tereska J. The general's barber and the seamstress / Red Barn Books,
2016
When Hitler invades Poland in 1939, newlyweds Jz̤ef and Marysia Buko are catapulted into a
sudden and heart-wrenching seven year separation. Jz̤ef honors the soldier's code and is
forced to fight battles in many foreign lands. Marysia remains in Warsaw to join in the
underground resistance against their Nazi occupiers. Each faces life threatening situations
demanding courage, faith, and resilience if the couple is ever to see each other again.
921 NOGUCHI Herrera, Hayden. Listening to stone: the art and life of Isamu Noguchi /
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016
"A major biography of the great American sculptor that redefines his legacy"-921 SALK Jacobs, Charlotte. Jonas Salk: a life / Oxford University Press, 2015
"When a waiting world learned on April 12, 1955, that Jonas Salk had successfully created a
vaccine to prevent poliomyelitis, he became a hero overnight. Born in a New York tenement,
humble in manner, Salk had all the makings of a twentieth-century icon--a knight in a white
coat. In the wake of his achievement, he received a staggering number of awards and honors;
for years his name ranked with Gandhi and Churchill on lists of the most revered people. And
yet the one group whose adulation he craved--the scientific community--remained ominously
silent. "The worst tragedy that could have befallen me was my success," Salk later said. "I
knew right away that I was through--cast out." In the first complete biography of Jonas Salk,
Charlotte DeCroes Jacobs unravels Salk's story to reveal an unconventional scientist and a
misunderstood and vulnerable man. Despite his incredible success in developing the polio
vaccine, Salk was ostracized by his fellow scientists, who accused him of failing to give proper
credit to other researchers and scorned his taste for media attention. Even before success
catapulted him into the limelight, Salk was an inscrutable man disliked by many of his peers.
Driven by an intense desire to aid mankind, he was initially oblivious and eventually resigned
to the personal cost--as well as the costs suffered by his family and friends. And yet Salk
remained, in the eyes of the public, an adored hero. Based on hundreds of personal interviews
and unprecedented access to Salk's sealed archives, Jacobs' biography offers the most
complete picture of this complicated figure. Salk's story has never been fully told; until now,
his role in preventing polio has overshadowed his part in co-developing the first influenza
vaccine, his effort to meld the sciences and humanities in the magnificent Salk Institute, and
his pioneering work on AIDS. A vivid and intimate portrait, this will become the standard work
on the remarkable life of Jonas Salk"-921 THOMAS Thomas, Abigail. What comes next and how to like it: a memoir / Scribner,
2016
A memoir about aging, family, creativity, tragedy, friendship, and the richness of life. How to
accept, appreciate, enjoy? Who are our most trusted, valuable companions and what will we
do for them? When you've given up, when you least expect it, there it is.
921 WIESEL Wiesel, Elie. The night trilogy / Hill and Wang, 1985
"Night is one of the masterpieces of Holocaust literature. First published in 1958, it is the
autobiographical account of an adolescent boy and his father in Auschwitz. Elie Wiesel writes
of their battle for survival and of his battle with God for a way to understand the wanton
cruelty he witnesses each day. In the short novel Dawn (1960), a young man who has survived
World War II and settled in Palestine joins a Jewish underground movement and is

commanded to execute a British officer who has been taken hostage. In Day (previously titled
The Accident, 1961), Wiesel questions the limits of conscience: Can Holocaust survivors forge
a new life despite their memories? Wiesel's trilogy offers insights on mankind's attraction to
violence and on the temptation of self-destruction."
930 BEA Beard, Mary. Confronting the classics: traditions, adventures, and innovations /
Liveright Publishing Corporation, a division of W.W. Norton & Company, 2014
An internationally recognized historian presents a revealing tour of the ancient world,
shedding new light on Greek and Roman history.
940.5318 BIK Bikont, Anna. The crime and the silence: confronting the massacre of Jews
in wartime Jedwabne / Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016
"The devastating story of Jedwabne, which was the basis of Jan Gross's controversial
Neighbors (2001). Based on the author's encounters with witnesses, survivors, murderers, and
their helpers between 2000 and 2004, The Crime and the Silence raises important questions
about the responsibility of Poles for the Holocaust"-949.2352 SHO Shorto, Russell. Amsterdam: a history of the world's most liberal city /
Doubleday, 2013
Tourists know Amsterdam as a picturesque city of low-slung brick houses lining tidy canals;
student travelers know it for its legal brothels and hash bars; art lovers know it for
Rembrandt's glorious portraits. But the deeper history of Amsterdam, what makes it one of
the most fascinating places on earth, is bound up in its unique geography--the constant battle
of its citizens to keep the sea at bay--and the democratic philosophy that this enduring
struggle fostered. Amsterdam is the font of liberalism, in both its senses. Tolerance for free
thinking and free love make it a place where, in the words of one of its mayors, "craziness is a
value." But the city also fostered the deeper meaning of liberalism, one that profoundly
influenced America: political and economic freedom. Amsterdam was home not only to
religious dissidents and radical thinkers but to the world's first great global corporation. In
this effortlessly erudite account, Russell Shorto traces the idiosyncratic evolution of
Amsterdam, showing how such disparate elements as herring anatomy, naked Anabaptists
parading through the streets, and an intimate gathering in a sixteenth century wine tasting
room had a profound effect on Dutch--and world--history. Weaving in his own experiences of
his adopted home, Shorto provides an ever surprising, intellectually engaging story of
Amsterdam from the building of its first canals in the 1300s, through its brutal struggle for
independence and its golden age as a vast empire, to its complex present in which its
cherished ideals of liberalism are being questioned anew.--Publisher description.
956.9405 EPH Ephron, Dan. Killing a king: the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin and the
remaking of Israel / W. W. Norton & Company, 2016
"A riveting story about the murder that changed a nation: the assassination of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin,"--Amazon.com.
973.7 ALL VT COLL Allen, Richard H. Ambition and Grit: The life of Truman Naramore,
Civil War veteran and entrepreneur / Chittenden County Hisotrical Society, 2016
Biography of Civil War veteran Truman Naramore who was captured at Craig's Meeting House
during the Battle of the Wilderness. After surviving imprisonment at Andersonville, Naramore
returned to Vermont to become a successful farmer, businessman, and inventor, eventually
migrating to California and its real estate boom.

973.9210 FRA Frank, Jeffrey. Ike and Dick: portrait of a strange political marriage /
Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2013
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard Nixon had a political and private relationship that lasted
nearly twenty years, a tie that survived hurtful slights, tense misunderstandings, and the
distance between them in age and temperament. Yet the two men brought out the best and
worst in each other, and their association had important consequences for their respective
presidencies. In Ike and Dick, Jeffrey Frank rediscovers these two compelling figures with the
sensitivity of a novelist and the discipline of a historian. He offers a fresh view of the younger
Nixon as a striving tactician, as well as the ever more perplexing person that he became. He
portrays Eisenhower, the legendary soldier, as a cold, even vain man with a warm smile
whose sound instincts about war and peace far outpaced his understanding of the changes
occurring in his own country. Eisenhower and Nixon shared striking characteristics: high
intelligence, cunning, and an aversion to confrontation, especially with each other. Ike and
Dick, informed by dozens of interviews and deep archival research, traces the path of their
relationship in a dangerous world of recurring crises as Nixon’s ambitions grew and
Eisenhower was struck by a series of debilitating illnesses. And, as the 1968 election cycle
approached and the war in Vietnam roiled the country, it shows why Eisenhower, mortally ill
and despite his doubts, supported Nixon’s final attempt to win the White House, a change
influenced by a family matter: his grandson David’s courtship of Nixon’s daughter Julie—
teenagers in love who understood the political stakes of their union."""
974.38 STI Stimson, Ellen. Good grief!: life in a tiny Vermont village / The Countryman
Press, 2014
"One vacation changed everything. Ellen Stimson and her husband had such a wonderful time
in Vermont that they wondered what living there would really be like. What if we stayed here
. . . forever? So began the series of adventures and misadventures of Ellen Stimson s hilarious
first book, Mud Season. Now, having settled the family in Vermont’s rich muddy soil, they are
faced with new challenges of raising kids in the paradise of this very small, very rural town.
Good Grief tells the tales of the hopes and dreams of parents just trying to do their best and
not always succeeding...Ellen Stimson's irrepressible optimism and good humor prevail as she,
her two husbands former and current, their three kids, and various much-loved pets face
down real life, and even death and grieving, with good humor intact. This is life in a state
where everyone knows everything, and everything is everybody s else's business" -- Amazon.

LARGE PRINT
LP ANDREWS Andrews, V. C. Bittersweet dreams / Center Point Large Print, 2016
"Mayfair Cummings is a beautiful, gifted teenager. But her intelligence makes her the outcast
at both home and school. When she catches the eye of both a popular senior and her
handsome English teacher, not even her brilliant mind can help her navigate the explosive
new relationships she is forming, or a scandal that is brewing..."-- P. 4 of cover.
LP CORNERS Rendell, Ruth. Dark corners / Center Point Large Print, 2016
"A story set in London of blackmail, murders both accidental and opportunistic, and of one
man's spiral into darkness as he falls victim to a diabolical foe he cannot escape"--

LP CUSK Cusk, Rachel. Outline / Thorndike Press, a part of Gale, Cengage Learning, 2015
A woman writer goes to Athens in the height of summer to teach a writing course. Though her
own circumstances remain indistinct, she becomes the audience to a chain of narratives, as
the people she meets tell her one after another the stories of their lives. Beginning with the
neighbouring passenger on the flight out and his tales of fast boats and failed marriages, the
storytellers talk of their loves and ambitions and pains, their anxieties, their perceptions and
daily lives. In the stifling heat and noise of the city the sequence of voices begins to weave a
complex human tapestry. The more they talk the more elliptical their listener becomes, as
she shapes and directs their accounts until certain themes begin to emerge: the experience of
loss, the nature of family life, the difficulty of intimacy and the mystery of creativity itself.
Outline is a novel about writing and talking, about self-effacement and self-expression, about
the desire to create and the human art of self-portraiture in which that desire finds its
universal form.
LP MORTON Morton, Kate. The lake house / Center Point Large Print, 2016
"A suspenseful novel involving a mystery writer whose family was devastated when she was
sixteen when her infant brother disappeared without a trace. Decades later a young detective
from London stumbles upon the ruins of the family's lakeside estate in Cornwall and begins
digging into the unsolved case"-LP SPARKS Sparks, Nicholas. See me / Grand Central Publishing, 2015
"Colin Hancock is giving his second chance his best shot. At 28, he's focused only on walking a
straight line - getting his teaching degree, working out at the gym religiously, and avoiding all
the places and people that proved so destructive in his earlier life. The last thing he's looking
for is a serious relationship. But when Maria Sanchez crosses paths with him on a rainswept
night in North Carolina, his plans are upended in a way that will rattle the foundations of his
carefully structured life. As for Maria, the hardworking lawyer and daughter of Mexican
immigrants, Colin will challenge every notion she's ever had about herself and her future,
making her question what truly makes her happy. Before the couple has a chance to envision
what a life together might look like, however, menacing reminders of events in Maria's past
begin to surface. And as the threat of violence begins to shadow her every step, she and Colin
will be tested in increasingly terrifying ways. Will demons from their past destroy the
tentative bonds they have forged, or will their love protect them, even in the darkest hour?" - provided by publisher.
LP WOODS Woods, Sherryl. Willow Brook Road / Center Point Large Print, 2016
"Carrie Winters has come home from Europe, glamorous fashion career behind her and her
heart broken and finds herself drawn to grief-stricken Sam Winslow who is raising his nephew
after the boy's parents were killed in an accident two weeks ago"--

AUDIO-VISUAL
CD 305.8009 COA Coates, Ta-Nehisi. Between the world and me Random House Audio,
2016
For Ta-Nehisi Coates, history has always been personal. At every stage of his life, he's sought
in his explorations of history answers to the mysteries that surrounded him--most urgently,
why he, and other black people he knew, seemed to live in fear ... In this book, Coates takes
readers along on his journey through America's history of race and its contemporary
resonances through a series of awakenings--moments when he discovered some new truth

about our long, tangled history of race, whether through his myth-busting professors at
Howard University, a trip to a Civil War battlefield with a rogue historian, a journey to
Chicago's South Side to visit aging survivors of 20th century America's 'long war on black
people,' or a visit with the mother of a beloved friend who was shot down by the police.
CD ALL Allende, Isabel. The Japanese lover (sound recording): a novel / Simon &
Schuster Audio, 2016
"From New York Times and internationally bestselling author Isabel Allende, an exquisitely
crafted love story and multigenerational epic that sweeps from San Francisco in the presentday to Poland and the United States during the Second World War. In 1939, as Poland falls
under the shadow of the Nazis, young Alma Belasco's parents send her away to live in safety
with an aunt and uncle in their opulent mansion in San Francisco. There, as the rest of the
world goes to war, she encounters Ichimei Fukuda, the quiet and gentle son of the family's
Japanese gardener. Unnoticed by those around them, a tender love affair begins to blossom.
Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the two are cruelly pulled apart as Ichimei
and his family--like thousands of other Japanese Americans--are declared enemies and
forcibly relocated to internment camps run by the United States government. Throughout
their lifetimes, Alma and Ichimei reunite again and again, but theirs is a love that they are
forever forced to hide from the world. "-CD STE Steel, Danielle. Undercover: a novel / Brilliance Audio, 2016
Marshall Everett and Ariana Gregory are about to collide, and life will never be the same
again. Paired together, both Marshall and Ariana must trust each other if they are to ever find
freedom from their past.
CD VRE Vreeland, Susan. The passion of Artemisia / HighBridge Audio, 2002
Vreeland's novel "The Girl in Hyacinth Blue" traced a Vermeer painting through its owners, and
her follow-up is also a moving celebration of the power of art. She presents a fictionalized
version of the life of Artemisia Gentileschi, known for her contributions to Renaissance art
and for the rape she suffered at the hands of her father's painting partner.
DVD 613.715 ZUM Zumba. Zumba Productions, 2004
A Latin dance-inspired cardio workout, suitable for beginner and intermediate levels.
DVD ALI Alice in Wonderland: 2010 edition / Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment |
Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2010
Alice, now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child and
embarks on a journey to discover her true destiny.
DVD BED The Bedford incident / Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment, 1985
"Nerve-racking suspense surrounds The Bedford incident, the tale of a U.S. naval vessel on a
routine NATO patrol that ends up in a freakish showdown with a Russian submarine"-Container.
DVD BES The best man / Universal Studios, 2000
Scandalous secrets from the past begin to reveal themselves when old college buddies reunite
for a wedding.

DVD CAT Catch and release / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2007
After the sudden death of her fiancé, Gray finds comfort in the company of his friends:
lighthearted and comic Sam, hyper-responsible Dennis, and Dennis' old childhood buddy Fritz,
an irresponsible playboy whom Gray had previously pegged as one of the least reliable people
in the world. As secrets about her supposedly perfect fiancé emerge, Gray comes to see new
sides of the man she thought she knew, and at the same time, finds herself drawn to the last
man she ever expected to fall for.
DVD COL Collateral / DreamWorks Home Entertainment | Distributed by Universal Studios
Home Video, 2004
Vincent is a cool, calculating contract killer at the top of his game. Max is a cabbie with big
dreams looking for his next fare. This fateful night, Max becomes Vincent's collateral, and will
transport him on his next mission - one night, five stops, five hits and then a perfect getaway.
Together, Vincent and Max find themselves in a non-stop race against time. With the LAPD
and the FBI after them, they each become dependent on the other to survive.
DVD DEA Deathtrap / Warner Home Video, 1999
A famed mystery playwright with a recent string of flops may be planning to murder a
talented former student in order to steal his work.
DVD DOW S6 Downton Abbey / PBS Distribution, 2016
The year is 1925. Momentous changes threaten the great house, its owners, and its servants,
while past scandals continue to loom. Return to the sumptuous setting of Downton Abbey for
the sixth and final season to discover what will finally become of the Crawley family, and the
servants who work for them, as they face new challenges and begin forging different paths in
a rapidly changing world. Secrets and rifts threaten the unity of the family, while those below
stairs continue to navigate social changes which put their futures in jeopardy.
DVD EVE Everest / Universal, 2016
Inspired by the incredible events surrounding an attempt to reach the summit of the world's
highest mountain, the film documents the awe-inspiring journey of two different expeditions
challenged beyond their limits by one of the fiercest snowstorms ever encountered by
mankind. Their mettle tested by the harshest elements found on the planet, the climbers will
face nearly impossible obstacles as a lifelong obsession becomes a breathtaking struggle for
survival.
DVD GHO The ghost and the darkness / Paramount, 1998
Two lions on a man-eating rampage have shut down the construction of a railway in 1896 East
Africa. The beasts hunt together, showing no fear of man or fire. What's more, they're killing
for sport rather than for food--and they have an almost supernatural knack for knowing what
traps await them. Big-game hunter Remington and construction engineer Patterson set out to
stop these unstoppable monsters. But, in this astonishing tale of man against beast, the
hunters become the hunted.
DVD IDI Idiocracy / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2007
Joe Bowers is an average Joe. He is not the sharpest tool in the shed. He becomes part of a
government experiment to go into hibernation. The experiment goes awry and Bowers
awakens in the year 2505 to find a society so dumbed-down by mass commercialism and

mindless TV programming that he's become the smartest guy on the planet. Now it's up to this
average Joe to get human evolution back on the right track.
DVD INF Infinitely polar bear / Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2016
When Cam has a manic breakdown that lands him in a mental hospital, his wife Maggie applies
to business school and is accepted. Seeing this as her chance to build a better life for their
daughters, Maggie asks Cam to become the primary caregiver for the girls while she
completes her degree in New York. After all, routine is what the doctor ordered and the girls
miss their dad. Cam agrees, hoping to rebuild his family. But the two spirited girls are not
interested in making things easy for him.
DVD LOR Lord of war / Lions Gate Entertainment, 2005
Chronicles the rise and fall of Yuri Orlov, from his early days in the early 1980s in Little
Odessa to selling guns to mobsters in his local neighbourhood, and through to his ascension
through the decade of excess and indulgence into the early 90s. He forms a business
partnership with an African warlord and his psychotic son. His relationship with his younger
brother is somewhat volatile, he is married to a famous model, and he is relentlessly pursued
by a determined federal agent and his inner demons sway between his drive for success and
the immorality of what he does.
DVD MAT The matrix revisited / Warner Home Video, 2001
From conception to phenomenon, the in-depth exploration of the filmmaking process for the
movie "The matrix," a sneak-peek on-location look at the upcoming sequel, and a first look at
"The matrix" anime.
DVD ON On the Riviera / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2007
Jack Martin is an American entertainer working cabarets on the French Riviera. An
impersonation of philandering industrialist Henri Duran is so convincing that even Duran's
beautiful wife is fooled by it. When Duran's business interests compel him to be in London
when he should be hosting a large soiree at his home, Martin is persuaded to impersonate
Duran at the party. But matters threaten to get out of hand when Martin, dressed as Duran, is
confronted by several of the philanderer's women, not to mention by Duran's ruthless business
rival, M. Periton.
DVD PUN The Punisher / Lions Gate Home Entertainment, 2004
The Punisher walks through the same world we all know, a world darkened by war, by crime,
by cruelty, and by injustice. He has no superpowers to battle the evil he sees all around him.
He only has his fierce intelligence, his years of combat experience and, above all, his ironclad
determination to avenge those wronged by society's villains, including those who killed his
family.
DVD RIG Righteous kill / Anchor Bay Entertainment, 2009
Turk and Rooster are two aging NYPD detectives who have been partners for 30 years. They
are faced with a serial killer who is murdering other sociopathic criminals. They start working
with Perez and Riley, a younger team and tensions between the pairs of partners is inevitable,
especially since Turk is now living with Perez's ex-girlfriend, a homicide detective. But before
Turk and Rooster can retire, they are called in to investigate the murder of a notorious pimp,
which has ties to a case they solved years before.

DVD SHE Sherlock Holmes the great investigator / Mill Creek Entertainment, 2012
A Study In Scarlet: Sherlock Holmes is charged with investigating the slayings of members of
an organization known as The Scarlet Ring. When he visits the stately home of Mrs. Pyke
(Anna May Wong), the widow of one of the deceased victims, Holmes must face his ultimate
challenge.
Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon: Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) are
searching for a kidnapped scientist whose invention may decide the fate of World War II
where both the Allies and the Nazis are in a desperate race to possess it for their own benefit.
Terror By Night: Sherlock Holmes has been commissioned to track down the thieves of the
fabulous Star of Rhodesia diamond that is owned by Lady Margaret Carstairs (Mary Forbes) and
find those responsible for the murder of her son.
Dressed to Kill: Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) are on the trail of a plot that
threatens to destroy the financial fabric of England.
DVD SHE Sherlock / BBC worldwide; Warner Home Video, 2016
It is the acclaimed modern retelling of Arthur Conan Doyle's classic stories. But now, our
heroes find themselves in 1890s London.
DVD STR The Straight story / Walt Disney Home Video | Distributed by Buena Vista Home
Entertainment, 1999
Based on a true story about 73-year-old Alvin Straight, who embarks on a dangerous and
emotional journey to make amends with his 75-year-old brother Lyle before his brother dies.
Alvin can no longer drive a car because of his eyesight and has to walk with 2 canes, but he
climbs aboard his 1966 John Deere lawnmower and drives the 260-mile course from Laurens,
Iowa to Mt. Zion, Wis.
DVD SUP S.7 Supernatural / Warner Home Video, 2012
Sam and Dean fight demons. Real demons, like Lucifer, who tortures Sam with visions of Hell.
Private demons, as the brothers face a traumatic personal loss when Bobby is cut down by
alien forces. And as Sam and Dean travel the back roads of America, hunting monsters who
wreak havoc on the innocent, a new and more terrible foe hunts them: Leviathans, freed from
Purgatory and immune to the brothers' arsenal of weapons and cunning. With Bobby gone, all
Sam and Dean can rely on is each other.
DVD SUR Surrogates / Touchstone Home Entertainment : | Distributed by Buena Vista
Home Entertainment, 2009
People are living their lives remotely from the safety of their own homes via robotic
surrogates - sexy, physically perfect mechanical representations of themselves. It's an ideal
world where crime, pain, fear and consequences don't exist. When the first murder in years
jolts this utopia, FBI agent Greer discovers a vast conspiracy behind the surrogate
phenomenon and must abandon his own surrogate, risking his life to unravel the mystery.
DVD THA That sugar film / Samuel Goldwyn Films, 2015
An expectant father undertakes a perilous/delicious mission to see what the hidden sugars in
seemingly healthy products can do to both his body and brain chemistry in this eye-opening
new documentary that must be seen to be believed.

DVD TO To the wonder / Magnolia Home Entertainment, 2013
Neil is an American traveling in Europe who meets and falls in love with Marina. After visiting
Mont Saint-Michel, Marina and Neil come to Oklahoma, where problems arise. Marina meets a
priest and fellow exile, who is struggling with his vocation, while Neil renews his ties with a
childhood friend, Jane.
DVD TO To end all wars / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2004
Based on actual events that happened during World War II when 61,000 Allied POWs were
forced by the Japanese to build the Thailand-Burma Railway - better known to the soldiers as
the "Railway of Death". This is the story of a Scottish regiment forced to help construct the
infamous railway and how they had to fight to survive and ultimately forgive their brutal
captors.
DVD TRU S.1 True detective / Home Box Office, Warner Home Video, 2014
In 2012, Louisiana State Police Detectives Rust Cohle and Martin Hart are brought in to revisit
a homicide case they worked in 1995. As the inquiry unfolds in present day through separate
interrogations, the two former detectives narrate the story of their investigation, reopening
unhealed wounds, and drawing into question their supposed solving of a bizarre ritualistic
murder in 1995.
DVD TRU S.2 True detective / HBO Home Entertainment, Warner Home Video, 2016
A bizarre murder brings together three law-enforcement officers and a career criminal, each
of whom must navigate a web of conspiracy and betrayal in the scorched landscapes of
California.
DVD WAI Waiting for Guffman / Warner Home Video, 1996
Corky St. Clair has created an ambitious musical celebrating his town's 150th anniversary, and
dreams of making it big on Broadway.
DVD WAL A walk in the woods / Broad Green Pictures, 2016
Bill Bryson, instead of retiring to enjoy his loving and beautiful wife and large and happy
family, challenges himself to hike the Appalachian Trail: 2,200 miles of America's most
unspoiled, spectacular, and rugged countryside from Georgia to Maine. The peace and
tranquility he hopes to find, though, is anything but, when the only person he can find willing
to join him on the trek is his long-lost former friend Katz, a down-on-his-luck serial
philanderer.
DVD WRO The wrong box / Columbia Pictures, 2010
A strange rule of inheritance allows only the last remaining survivor of a family of siblings to
get the sizable legacy, precipitating a dangerous contest between two elderly brothers. Their
families get involved too, sparking a wild chase and absurd comedy as they attempt to be the
last man standing.

